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Abstract
In modern integrated circuits, one way to reduce power consumption is to turn
off power to parts of the circuit when those are idle. This method is called power
gating. This thesis presents a state-preserving technique to achieve power savings
in GasP family of asynchronous circuits by turning off the power when the circuit
is idle.
The power control logic turns on the power in anticipation of the receiving data.
The power control logic turns off the power when the stage is idle either because it
is empty or because the pipeline is clogged. The low logical effort of GasP circuits
makes just-in-time power gating possible on a stage-by-stage basis.
A new latch called Lazy Latch is introduced in this thesis. The lazy latch preserves
its output and permits power gating of its larger transistors. The lazy latch is power
efficient because it drives strongly only when necessary. A new latch called Blended
Latch is proposed in this thesis which blends the advantages of the Conventional
latches and the Lazy latches.
Performance of power gating is evaluated by comparing the power-gated pipeline
against the non-power gated pipeline. Power savings achieved are dependent on
the duty cycle of operation. The fact that just-in-time power gating achieves
power savings after it is idle for a minimum of 106 cycles makes it useful in limited
applications where a quick start is required after long idle times.
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1Introduction: Need, Contribution and Organization
1.1 Need for Power Gating
Continual scaling of process technologies significantly improves chip performance
and increases density allowing more computations in a smaller area. However,
technology scaling also leads to a significant increase in power consumption. Today
battery life is a commonly cited requirement for daily electronic gadgets like cell
phones and laptops. Also in servers and advanced computing machines, power
consumption results in heat dissipation resulting in expensive cooling techniques
[1]. All these factors have compelled design engineers to focus on low power design
methodologies for digital circuits.
Power consumption in digital circuits can be classified into two main types: dy-
namic and static power consumption. Charging and discharging transistor ca-
pacitance and wire capacitance leads to dynamic power dissipation. Technology
scaling requires reducing the supply voltage to avoid the destruction of transistors
due to high electric field. Supply voltage scaling also saves significant amount of
dynamic power but at the cost of performance. To maintain performance, thresh-
old voltage should be scaled. However, a decrease in threshold voltage increases
leakage. Threshold voltage and leakage have an exponential relationship and hence
leakage power, commonly referred as static power, is becoming a larger fraction of
the total power consumption. Leakage power was recorded to be 40% of the total
power consumption for 130-nm CMOS technology [11]. Figure 1.1 shows total chip
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power trend based on ITRS (2002) [2]. The plot shows that there is no significant
increase in dynamic power with gate length or technology scaling. The dynamic
power increase assumes a doubling of on-chip devices every two years. Subthresh-
old leakage and gate-oxide leakage constitute the static power. The two power
plots for static power represent the 2002 ITRS projections normalized to those
for 2001. The static power increases exponentially with decreasing gate length or
technology scaling [3].
Figure 1.1: Total chip dynamic and static power dissipation trends from ITRS
(2002)
Significant research has been done to propose various power reduction techniques.
The leakage current can be reduced by using process- and circuit-level techniques
[4]. At the process level, leakage reduction can be achieved by controlling the
dimensions such as length, oxide thickness, junction depths, and doping profile in
transistors. At the circuit level, threshold voltage and leakage current of transistors
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can be controlled by controlling the voltages of different device terminals such as
drain, source, gate and body. Major circuit level techniques include transistor
stacking, multiple Vt, dynamic Vt, supply voltage scaling and power gating.
Power gating is the most effective way to achieve low-power performance [5]. When
the circuit is idle or in sleep mode, power to the circuit is switched OFF by control-
ling an additional transistor called the sleep transistor. Because power is propor-
tional to the square of the voltage supply, power gating the circuit reduces a signif-
icant amount of leakage power. Further, using high threshold voltage transistors
as sleep transistors and low threshold voltage transistors for logic implementation
provides additional power savings while maintaining performance.
The key to the successful power gating implementation is to keep the circuit ON,
only as long as required to carry out its functions, and switch OFF power as soon
as the circuit completes the work. The ultimate goal is to achieve maximum power
saving by applying power gating to smaller parts of circuits without hindering
performance.
1.2 Brief Description and Contribution of this Research
This thesis introduces a new Just-In-Time Power Gating technique for the GasP
family of asynchronous circuits to achieve power savings. The technique introduced
achieves power savings by reducing the subthreshold leakage in the idle state of
the circuit. Additional transistors are inserted between the supply and the circuit.
When the circuit is idle, the additional transistors cut-off the power to the circuit.
Turning the power to the circuit OFF reduces the voltages at different nodes in
the circuit. Subthreshold leakage in a transistor is dependent on the voltage across
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it. Therefore, reduced node voltages reduce the subthreshold leakage. Turning the
power to the circuit OFF to reduce leakage power is commonly referred as power
gating.
Individual stages in the pipeline are power gated when the stages are idle. Turning
OFF the power may cause the loss of states in the pipeline. Keepers are added for
each stage to avoid the loss of state. The stages are turned ON in anticipation of
the incoming data. The power for a stage is restored just in time when the latches
are driven. Benefits of turning the power OFF for individual stages of the pipeline
are:
• Individual stages are turned OFF when the pipeline is EMPTY.
• Individual stages are turned OFF when the pipeline is FULL.
• The power is turned ON only when it is required.
• No loss of state when the power for the circuit is turned OFF.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
This thesis has been laid out in six chapters with different subsections. The next
chapter gives a detailed description of the asynchronous controllers used in this
research work: GasP circuits. It also describes the concepts of power gating and
previous work in synchronous and asynchronous circuits. The third chapter de-
scribes the Conventional latch and introduces a new latch design called the Lazy
latch. Further, a new latch called the Blended latch is also proposed in third
chapter. The fourth chapter of this thesis describes the power gating technique
developed for the GasP circuits. The fifth chapter of this thesis discusses different
4
design considerations and evaluates the power savings achieved from the developed
techniques. This thesis concludes by summarizing the benefits and requirements
of the power gating technique developed in this work.
5
2Background
2.1 Two-phase bundled data convention
The GasP circuits use two-phase bundled data convention but with a single wire [6].
The block diagram for the two-phase bundled data convention is shown in Figure
2.1. The sender and receiver use transition signaling for communication, treating
both rising and falling transitions as events. The sender puts valid data on the
data wires and generates an event, either a rising or a falling transition, on the
control wire called request. The receiver sees the request, accepts the data and
produces an event on the control wire called acknowledge. This is the end of
one transaction. The rising and falling events alternately follow each other for
successive transactions. The two phases of this data convention are defined as:
sender's active phase and receiver's active phase. A request signal on a control
wire ends the sender's active phase. The data are free to change during sender's
active phase. An acknowledge ends the receiver's active phase. The receiver can
accept the data during the receiver's active phase. The bundled data part of the
name indicates that the data wires and the request signal must be treated as a
bundle. Data should reach the receiver and stabilize prior to the request signal
reaching the receiver.
6
Figure 2.1: Block Diagram for a two-phase bundled data convention.
Figure 2.2 shows the waveform depicting two-phase bundled data convention. Ev-
ery cycle consists of three events as shown in the figure with circled numbers.
1. Senders active phase where data may change.
2. Once correct values of data are established, the active phase of the sender
comes to an end by the request event. After this event, sender must hold the
data constant.
3. The receiver sees the request event, accepts the data and ends the active
phase by sending an acknowledge event. This marks the end of one cycle.
The next cycle follows by reversing the level on the request signal to report
an event.
7
Figure 2.2: Waveforms depicting two-phase bundled data convention.
2.2 GasP circuits: Asynchronous Controllers
The GasP family of asynchronous circuits provides a control circuit for simple
pipelines, for branching and joining pipelines and for join on demand through
arbitration [7].The GasP circuits follow the two-phase bundled data convention
but with a single wire.
Figure 2.3 shows two GasP modules connected by a single wire W called the state
wire. GasP utilizes the wire capacitance for storing states instead of flip-flops and
latches used to store states conventionally. The transistors merely act as switches
or paths to copy states from one storage location to other. In short, the state wires
connecting the GasP modules act as storage whereas the GasP modules themselves
act as switches controlling the flow of data.
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Figure 2.3: Two stages of the 6/4 GasP circuits.
A GasP module switches when its predecessor stage has new data to proffer to
the successor stage. The necessary condition for switching is: predecessor stage is
FULL and successor stage is EMPTY. Various encoding can be used for FULL and
EMPTY states. The encoding convention used in this document is: HI is FULL
and LO is EMPTY.
The condition, predecessor is FULL and successor is EMPTY, is detected by an
AND gate. When pred1 is HI and succ1 is LO, MODULE 1 is triggered and
generates a fire signal, fire1, an ACTIVE high signal. A GasP module must achieve
three things when it fires: (1) it must make data latches momentarily transparent,
(2) it must declare its successor data wires FULL, and (3) it must declare its
predecessor data wires EMPTY. So fire1 is followed by succ1 going HI and pred1
going LO. So the very condition that caused the fire signal is destroyed by the fire
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signal. The fire signal remains HI for five gate delays. It is the responsibility of
the latches to transfer the data in this time. The five gates (Gates 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
Gates 1, 2, 3, 6, 7) form a ring oscillator whose oscillations are controlled by the
NOR gate 1. Five stages are used in the ring oscillator to allow greater disparity
between the sizes of the small and fast gates [8].
Operation of the GasP circuit relies on balancing the widths of the transistors
in the circuit. The transistors are sized to make each logic gate operate in fixed
time. The concept of logical effort [9] is used as the basis for designing the GasP
circuits and all other circuits in this thesis. One might argue that fixed known time
of completion hinders the very basis of the asynchronous circuits. But circuits
designed to operate in fixed known time are logically simpler and faster than
circuits that check completion every cycle [7]. GasP circuits and all the circuits
in this thesis are designed for uniform gate delays. Hence counting the number of
gates reflects timing delay.
The GasP circuit described in Figure 2.3 is a 6-4 GasP circuit. It takes six gate
delays from predecessor FULL to successor FULL (Gates 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of
MODULE 1 and 7 of MODULE 2). This is called forward latency shown by the
blue arrow in the figure. Also, it takes four gate delays from successor EMPTY to
predecessor EMPTY (Gates 1, 2, 3, 6 of Module 2). This is called reverse latency
shown by the red arrow. Hence the name 6-4 GasP. More combinations of forward-
reverse latencies, such as 2-8, 3-7, 4-6, 5-5, 7-3, 8-2, are possible. Note that the
sum of forward and reverse latencies is ten. To make faster circuits it is convenient
to have longer forward latencies. The reason is that it takes time to copy data
forward through a latch but no time to move emptiness backwards. Also for 3-7,
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5-5, 7-3 combinations require alternating encoding for FULL and EMPTY. Hence
6-4 GasP is the preferred GasP circuit and will be used for the work of this thesis.
The waveforms in Figure 2.4 depicts the operation of GasP circuits. Figure 2.4
shows that when the condition, pred1 is HI and succ1 is LO, MODULE 1, in
Figure 2.4, is triggered. The fire signal, fire1, goes HI as shown by green curve
in the figure. The fire signal remains HI for 5 gate delays. The forward latency
for GasP is 6 gate delays. This is shown by the time interval between blue curve
going HI followed by red curve going HI. The reverse latency is 4 gate delays. This
is shown by the time interval between red curve going LO followed by blue curve
going LO.
The master clear signal, not shown in the figure, establishes an initial condition.
To sustain the state indefinitely keepers are required. The keepers are shown in
dashed boxes in the figure. The GasP modules drives the state wires HI or LO for
a brief period. It is the responsibility of the keepers to sustain those states. Keeper
k1 should keep state wire W LO if it is EMPTY. Keeper k2 should keep state wire
W HI if it is FULL. The keepers are split into two adjacent GasP modules so that
each GasP module can control its half keeper when the modules drive the state
wire to change its state. So keeper k1 is switches off by MODULE 1 when state
wire W is driven HI whereas MODULE 2 switched off keeper k2 when state wire
W is driven LO.
GasP circuits consists of all inverters and a simple NOR gate. These simple gates
reduce the logical effort, making the GasP family very fast. The GasP circuits use
a single wire to convey the state information making them power and area efficient.
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The GasP family of asynchronous control circuits is used in the work presented in
this thesis.
Figure 2.4: Waveforms depicting operation of 6/4 GasP circuits.
2.3 Power Gating
A significant portion of the total power consumption in high-performance digital
circuits is due to leakage currents, like subthreshold conduction, junction leakage,
and tunneling leakage through gate oxide [4], [11]. Power gating is the most ef-
fective technique to reduce subthreshold leakage. In power gating, either a PMOS
transistor, called a header, or an NMOS transistor, called a footer, or both are
used to connect the circuit block to the power rails. The NMOS transistors and
PMOS transistors are commonly referred to as sleep transistors. The supply point
of the circuit that connects to the external power supply is commonly referred to
as Virtual VDD and Virtual GND. In power gating sleep transistors are inserted
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between the virtual power supply of the circuit and the external power supply.
When the circuit block enters idle mode, the sleep transistors are switched OFF to
disconnect the external power supply from the virtual power supply of the circuit.
Switching OFF the sleep transistors causes a voltage rise in virtual GND and drop
in virtual VDD. The leakage current is dependent on the power supply and hence
as the voltage drops at virtual VDD or rises at virtual GND, the leakage current
also reduces. Hence power savings begin as soon as the sleep signal is asserted [12].
Figure 2.5: Block Diagram of overview of power gating.
Power gating reduces the leakage power by inserting sleep transistors in series with
the circuit block. Sleep transistors are controlled by sleep signals generated by con-
trol blocks that synchronize with the idle times of the circuits. Sleep transistors
should be wide enough to support large circuit loads. Extra power is consumed
in the sleep transistors and control blocks generating the sleep signals. To achieve
significant power savings, the leakage savings obtained from power gating should
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exceed the overheads incurred due to power gating. Power gating also increases
delay. Stacking the sleep transistor with the circuit reduces the drive current, low-
ering performance. To avoid performance loss, sleep transistor should be switched
ON and OFF accurately. For additional power savings, high Vt transistors are
used for sleep transistors to reduce the leakage in big transistors while the logic is
implemented with low Vt transistors to maintain the performance [5].
Power gating can be implemented with either a PMOS transistor or an NMOS
transistor or both. A PMOS transistor, also called a header switch, connects the
VDD supply to virtual VDD of the circuit. PMOS transistors leak less than NMOS
transistors of the same size and avoid ground bounce issues. The Negative Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI) effect increases the threshold voltage over time
and makes PMOS transistors even less leaky [13]. The disadvantage of header
switch is that a PMOS transistor is bigger in area and has lower drive current
than an NMOS transistor of the same size. An NMOS transistor, also called a
footer switch, connects external GND supply to virtual GND of the circuit. The
advantage of an NMOS transistor is high drive current and smaller area compared
to a PMOS transistor of the same size. But NMOS transistors leak more than
PMOS transistors and have ground bounce issues [13].
The sleep transistor can be implemented either in coarse-grain or fine-grain power
gating style [13]. In fine-grained implementation, a sleep transistor is allotted to
a single standard cell. The advantage of the fine-grain sleep transistor implemen-
tation is that the virtual power nets are short. But fine-grain implementation also
results in significant increase in area. In coarse-grained implementation, a sleep
transistor is allotted to large circuit block consisting of multiple standard cells.
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The advantage of coarse-grained sleep transistor implementation is less area over-
head. However, the entire block must be idle before it can be power gated. Hence
the leakage savings achieved vary depending on the idle times of the circuit blocks.
Power gating requires inserting sleep transistors, limiting the area and power ef-
ficiency of the circuit. The sleep transistor should be sized to provide sufficient
current to the latches and the combinational circuits. A single sleep transistor can
be assigned for a latch and a combinational block. When the latches are trans-
parent, only the latches draw current from the virtual power supply while the
combinational circuit is idle. Once the data are stabilized at the output of the
latches, latches stop drawing current from the virtual power supply and combi-
national circuit starts the computation and hence draws current from the virtual
power supply. Either the latch or the combinational block draws current from the
virtual power supply, but not both. Hence, the sleep transistor should be sized to
provide supply to the larger of the two loads, latches or combinational circuits.
Synchronous and asynchronous circuits require different techniques for implement-
ing power gating. The control blocks used for power gating need to be efficient
in area and power consumption. The circuit blocks should be activated and de-
activated quickly to minimize the performance impact. Also, the idle times for
the circuit blocks should be long enough to compensate for the additional power
incurred by power gating. A micro-architectural method in which the number of
cycles for which a block is idle is counted is discussed in [12] [14]. A block is power
gated when the number of idle cycles exceeds the number of cycles required to
compensate for additional power entailed by power gating. A Clock gating signal
can also be utilized to decide when to power gate the circuit blocks [11], [15]. When
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data stored in flip-flops is not updated, clock to the flip-flops is gated to reduce
dynamic power. The combinational blocks feeding the flip-flops are not required
to compute new data while flip-flops are not updated. This idle period can be de-
tected and the leakage current can be reduced by forcing the combinational blocks
into power gating mode. Asynchronous controllers can generate the sleep signal
locally and hence provide an easier fine-grained power gating implementation.
Power gating in synchronous circuits mostly relies on the clock gating signals or
on the count of the number of idle cycles. The transition of the power gated
circuit between sleep and active modes may disturb the clocking synchronization.
Hence, implementation of fine grained power gating in synchronous circuits is very
difficult. On the other hand, asynchronous circuits use a handshaking protocol
to implement data synchronization and so asynchronous controllers have inherent
attribute to determine when the circuits are active and inactive. Hence fine-grained
power gating is easier to implement because the sleep signal is generated locally.
A technique to power gate the combinational circuit in an asynchronous pipeline
is discussed in [16]. The request signal is used as the sleep signal to switch ON
the sleep transistor and to quickly wake the circuit up, from sleep mode. The
control circuit for controlling the power gating consists of a PMOS transistor and
an NMOS transistor as sleep transistors. A simple control circuit consisting of an
XOR gate to achieve power savings in an asynchronous MOS Current-Mode Logic
(MCML) pipeline is discussed in [17]. Both the methods discussed above power
gate the combinational logic leaving latches fully powered. Hence latches continue
to leak when idle and curtail the power savings.
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A fine-grained power gating for asynchronous pipelines, to power gate combina-
tional blocks as well as latches, is discussed in [18]. Power gating is implemented
based on adjacent state monitoring. The control circuit for power gating includes
two OR gates. However, if the latch feeding the combinational block is opaque
and the receiver latch is transparent then the combinational block will be in active
mode. Unless the feeding latch has keepers that maintain the states, input signals
to the combinational block will be floating leading to short circuit current in the
combinational block. Hence, while power gating combinational blocks and latches;
care should be taken not to leave the output of the latch floating.
Power gating techniques for asynchronous pipelines that are discussed above achieve
power savings when the pipeline is mostly empty. As the occupancy increases,
sleep transistors of more stages remain ON. Hence, the more the occupancy of the
pipeline, the less are the power savings achieved. The work presented in this thesis
power gates pipeline stages in lower occupancy as well as higher occupancy states.
Also, latches used in this thesis work have keepers in latches that avoid output of
latches from floating at any time thus maintaining the states.
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3Latches
An asynchronous pipeline consists of data latches and data controllers. The con-
trollers assert enable signals that guide data through the latches. The pipeline
designed in this thesis consists of GasP modules as the data controllers. The data
latches are configured to receive the data and the fire signal. The latches used in
this thesis are transparent for the HI duration of the fire signal.
This thesis covers three latches: Conventional latch, Lazy latch and Blended latch.
The Conventional latch and the Lazy latch are used in the circuits of this thesis.
The Blended latch is a latch design proposed based on the advantages and dis-
advantages of the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch. The Blended latch is a
blend of both the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch.
3.1 Conventional Latch
The Conventional latch consists of three parts in the following order: (1) Switch (2)
Keeper (3) Amplifier. Figure 3.1 shows the circuit diagram of a Conventional latch.
As shown in the figure, data is the latch input, out is the latch output and fire is an
input signal from the corresponding GasP module. The switch consists of inverter
I and pass transistors N1 and N2. The fire signal from the GasP module controls
the pass transistors. When the fire signal is high, the pass transistors transfer the
input to the output. The amplifier consists of an inverter with wide transistors to
drive the large fan-out. The keeper consists of a back to back inverter.
18
Figure 3.1: Circuit diagram of the Conventional latch
To achieve maximum power savings during power gating, amplifier transistors can
be power gated. In the event of power gating, however, the latch output will be
lost. The keeper keeps the state but fails to maintain the latch output because the
amplifier is power gated. Using power gating with the Conventional latch requires
retention logic to retain the state once the power is restored. Additional startup
time is associated with the retention logic. Also a power gated latch stage may
provide undefined input to the next stage. Undefined inputs may cause issues like
short circuit current in the next stage. Isolation logic is required to avoid providing
undefined inputs to the next stage.
The fire signal driving the Conventional latch has to overcome the opposition of the
keeper while driving the amplifier. Assume the latch has to drive a load of Dconv
and a step-up of s for the entire design. Dconv is the capacitance of the next stage,
including the gate capacitance of the next stage and the wire capacitance. Step-up
is a combination of logical effort and electrical effort. With a load of Dconv and
step-up of s, amplifier transistors are sized as
Dconv
s
. The pass transistor driving
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the amplifier transistors are sized
Dconv
s2
. The load offered to the fire driver by the
two NMOS pass transistors is,
Fconv =
2
3
× Dconv
s2
(3.1)
The Conventional latch is insensitive to the noise coupled to it output wire. The
amplifier isolates the noise from the keeper. In spite of power gating and noise,
the keeper always maintains the state, though not at the latch output.
3.2 Lazy Latch
In this thesis a new latch design called the Lazy latch is introduced. The Lazy
latch drives its output only when required and therefore avoids wasting power.
The Conventional latch is described in Section 3.1. The arrangement of the parts
of the Conventional latch is: Switch, Keeper and Amplifier. For every fire signal,
the latch drives the output. The keeper acts as the memory element and keeps
the last data to pass the latch. Therefore, one of the transistors in the amplifier is
always ON causing full capacity leakage in the other transistor. Also, the keeper
imposes a load on the fire signal. The keeper in the Conventional latch is sized to
drive the big amplifier transistors. Therefore, the fire driver is heavily loaded. The
Lazy latch overcomes all the drawbacks by moving the keeper after the amplifier
and turning OFF the amplifier transistors when they are unneeded.
The Lazy latch drives the big amplifier transistors only if necessary [19]. The
latch parts in the Lazy latch are similar to the original latch. The latch parts are,
however, rearranged as follows: Switch, Amplifier and Keeper. The switch has two
outputs that separately drive the big amplifier transistors. Therefore, the wide
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NMOS and PMOS transistors in the amplifier can be turned OFF individually
when not required. Turning OFF both the transistors in the amplifier avoids the
full capacity leakage in either transistor. A feedback signal from the output feeds
the switch. If the data remains stable for more than one cycle, then the feedback
signal forces the latch to stop driving the output. The keeper maintains the state
when the amplifier stops driving the output. Also, moving the keeper after the
latches, omits the loading of the fire driver by the keeper.
3.2.1 Lazy Latch: Design and Operation
Figure 3.2 shows the top level circuit diagram of the Lazy latch. The Lazy latch
has two inputs, Data from previous pipeline stage, and fire signal from the cor-
responding GasP module. The Lazy latch in the figure consists of three parts in
following order parts: (1) Switch and (2) Amplifier (3) Keeper. The switch inputs
indicate when the latch should be made transparent. Latches may have a large
fan-out and wire capacitance. Therefore, the PMOS and NMOS transistors in the
amplifier are wide to drive the large wire capacitance quickly.
A out
data
ﬁre
storeb
Switch Ampliﬁer
Keeper
Figure 3.2: Lazy Latch: Top level circuit diagram
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Figure 3.3: Lazy Latch: Internal circuit diagram
Figure 3.3 shows the internal circuit of the switch and the amplifier of the Lazy
latch. A switch consists of a 3-input NAND gate and a 3-input NOR gate. The
amplifier consists of a wide PMOS transistor and a wide NMOS transistor, keeper
and a chain of inverters to carry the output state back to the switch. The latch
output is inverted and fed back to the switch, where it participates in determining
when the latch should drive its output. The latch design can be viewed as two
branches (1) data - NAND - Amplifier PMOS (P1) - out and (2) data - NOR -
Amplifier NMOS (N1) - out. Data values of 1 are copied to the output through
the upper branch whereas data values of 0 are copied to the output through the
lower branch. Consider the following conditions of input and output data values
and corresponding latch operation:
1. Latch input = 1, latch output = 0: Because initially the latch output is 0,
the storeb signal is 1. Hence the output of the NOR gate is 0 turning OFF
the lower branch. However, the output of the NAND gate is 0 thus turning
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ON the PMOS P1 transistor and copying a 1 to the latch output. Therefore
data values of 1 at the latch input are copied to the latch output via the
upper branch.
2. Latch input = 0, latch output = 1: The storeb signal is 0 turning OFF the
upper branch. The lower branch gets the inverted fire signal and so all the
inputs to the NOR gate are 0. Hence the output of the NOR gate is 1 which
turns ON the amplifier NMOS N1 transistor and copying data values of 0 to
the output. In this case the lower branch conducts to copy the latch input
to the output.
3. Latch input = latch output: If the data value at the latch input and latch
output are same, then both the branches are turned OFF.
The keeper in the latch drives the output when the amplifier transistors in the latch
stop driving the latch output. When the data at the latch input and output match,
the amplifier transistors are turned OFF. The keeper then takes over and preserves
the state. It will be seen in later sections that when the power to the latches is
turned OFF, the amplifier transistors are turned OFF. The keeper preserves the
state of the latch in the event of power gating.
If the amplifier stops driving the latch output, the keeper drives the output. There-
fore, when the latch output = latch input, the amplifier transistors are turned OFF
and keeper takes over to keep the state. As will be seen in the later section, if the
power to the Conventional latch is turned OFF, the output state is lost. However,
in the Lazy latch, if the power is turned OFF then the keeper maintains the state
of the latch.
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The output signal passes through three inverters before going back to the switch
of the latch. This completes a ring with five inverters. Five inverters in a ring
relax the sizing constraints [8]. The duration of five inverters allow sufficient time
for the output to attain the supply rail before it is driven by the keeper. The fire
signal to the latch may repeat every 10 gate delays. Hence, adding five gate delays
in feedback loop in the latch avoids garbling the data value captured by the latch.
3.2.2 Lazy Latch: Switch design details for 100 Latches
The NAND and the NOR gates in the switch are asymmetric gates to favor the fire
signal input at the expense of the other inputs - data and storeb. The latch should
quickly transfer the input data to the output as soon as the fire signal drives the
latch. Therefore transistors in both the NAND and the NOR gates are modified
to favor the fire input. As shown in Figure 3.4, NAND gate and NOR gate drive
PMOS transistor and NMOS transistor respectively, both of same drive strength.
PMOS transistor offers twice as much load as the NMOS transistor. Therefore the
transistors in the NAND gate are twice as wide as the transistors in the NOR gate.
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X=3000
X=1800
X=450
X=15X=15 X=333.3
fire
data
storeb
out
Vvdd
3-input asymmetric NAND gate 3-input asymmetric NOR gate
Vgnd
(P1) (P3) (P2)
(N1)
(N2)
(N3)
X=5 X=5 X=111.1
X=200
X=300
X=900
fire
datastoreb
out
Vvdd
Vgnd
Figure 3.4: Asymmetric gates scaled for 100 latches. (1) Asymmetric 3-input
NAND gate (2) Asymmetric 3-input NOR gate
Figure 3.4 shows the circuit diagram for the asymmetric NAND gate and asym-
metric NOR gate. The NAND gate should quickly turn on the PMOS transistor in
the amplifier when the fire signal drives the latch. To avoid loading the amplifiers
in the GasP module, the gate capacitance offered by the transistor N1 should be
small. However, to maintain the drive required for the wide PMOS transistor,
transistors N2 and N3 driven by inputs data and storeb should be large. The
NAND gate is responsible for copying data 1 to the latch output. However, if the
latch input data are 0, then the NOR gate copies it to the output. While copying
a 0 the PMOS transistor should be turned off quickly to avoid any short circuit
current when the NMOS transistor is turned on by the NOR gate. Hence the tran-
sistor P2 driven by the data input is wide. Once the input data are transferred to
the output, the amplifying transistors are turned off and the keeper maintains the
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data value. If the last value copied was a 1 and the input value is stable at 1, then
storeb signal is equal to 0 thus turning off the PMOS transistor in the amplifier.
However, the PMOS transistor can be turned off slowly without drawing much
current, thus lowering the effort on the storeb signal. The switching of the fire
signal switches the pull up network in the NAND gate every cycle. This can be
avoided by having small P1 transistor driven by the fire input. The fire and the
storeb signal drive the PMOS transistors with a step-up of 100. The step-up of
100 is a random choice.
For an asymmetric NOR gate, the pull-up transistors are sized to provide fast
drive current to quickly turn on the amplifying NMOS transistor while reducing
the effort on the fire signal. The transistor driven by the input data in the pull-
down network is sized large to quickly turn off the amplifying NMOS transistor
whereas transistors driven by inputs storeb and fire are sized small to reduce the
efforts on those inputs. A low skewed inverter is used to prefer falling edge so that
NOR gate switches almost at the same time as the NAND gate.
3.2.3 Lazy Latch: Fire Load
The fire signal driving the Lazy latch has to drive the asymmetric gates in the
switch. The keeper is moved after the amplifier and is turned OFF when the
amplifier is turned ON. Therefore, the fire signal has to drive just the switch.
Assume the latch has to drive a load of Dlazy and a step-up of s for the entire
design. With a load of Dlazy and step-up of s, amplifier transistors are sized
as
Dlazy
s
. The amplifier transistors are driven by separate signals. NAND gate
driving the PMOS amplifier transistor is sized
(
2
3
∗ Dlazy
s2
)
. NOR gate driving
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the NMOS amplifier transistor is sized
(
1
3
∗ Dlazy
s2
)
. The total load As seen in
previous section, NAND and NOR gate in switch are asymmetric gates offering
minimum load to the fire driver. The pull-up networks offer negligible load on the
fire driver. An approximate load offered by the switch of the the Lazy latch to the
fire driver is,
Flazy =
1
3
× Dlazy
s2
(3.2)
3.2.4 Drawbacks of Lazy Latch
The keeper in the Lazy latch is moved after the amplifier. In the event of power
gating, the keeper maintains the state. However, the latch output drives large fan-
out at a large distance. A large coupling noise is associated with the latch output.
The noise may override the data kept by the keepers resulting in loss of data. A
new latch called the Blended latch is proposed in next section that overcomes the
drawbacks of the Lazy latch.
3.3 Blended Latch
The Blended latch is a blend of the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch. The
Blended latch combines advantages of both the Conventional latch and the Lazy
latch. The Conventional latch fails to maintain the state in the event of power
gating. The keeper in the Conventional latch loads the fire driver because the fire
driver has to overcome the opposition from the keeper. However, the Conventional
latch is insensitive to noise. The Lazy latch can maintain the state in the event of
power gating. Keeper in the Lazy latch is moved after the amplifiers and keeper
is turned OFF when the amplifiers are turned ON. The fire driver has to drive the
switch gates which are highly skewed to reduce the load on the fire signal. However,
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keeper of the Lazy latch is sensitive to the noise at the latch output. The Blended
latch has the advantage of the Lazy latch of maintaining the state in the event of
power gating while making the keeper insensitive to the noise. The Blended latch
offers intermediate of loads offered by the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch.
This thesis proposes a Blended latch but the power gating technique introduced
in this thesis is evaluated only for the Lazy latch.
Fig 3.5 shows the circuit diagram of the Blended latch. The figure shows the
Conventional latch and the Lazy latch blended together. The amplifier and the
switch of the Lazy latch can power gated whereas the switch, keeper and amplifier
can powered from true power supply. Only one keeper is required to maintain the
state and therefore the keeper of the Lazy latch can be omitted. Therefore, the
Blended latch maintains the state in the event of power gating as well as noise.
Figure 3.5: Circuit Diagram of the Blended Latch.
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The Blended latch blends advantages of the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch.
The advantage gained from the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch depends on
the amount of contribution of each of the two latches. The contribution of the
latches can be determined by a new factor called the blend factor α. The blend
factor defines the advantages gained from the Conventional latch and the Lazy
latch.
Let Dblend be the output load offered to the Blended latch. The output load rep-
resents the gate capacitance of the next stage and the wire capacitance. The
Conventional latch part can provide α parts of Dblend whereas the Lazy latch can
provide (1-α) parts of Dblend. Let Dconv be the load offered to the Conventional
latch. Let Dlazy be load offered to the Lazy latch. The load offered by the Con-
ventional latch to the fire driver from equation 3.1 is,
Fconv =
2
3
× Dconv
s2
(3.3)
The load offered by the Lazy latch to the fire driver from equation 3.2 is,
Flazy =
1
3
× Dlazy
s2
(3.4)
Let Fblend be the load offered by the Blended latch to the fire driver. The load
offered by the Blended latch is a combination of load offered by the Conventional
latch and the Lazy latch.
Fblend = Fconv + Flazy (3.5)
=
(
2
3
× Dconv
s2
)
+
(
1
3
× Dlazy
s2
)
(3.6)
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=(
2
3
× αDblend
s2
)
+
(
1
3
× (1− α)Dblend
s2
)
(3.7)
=
(
(1 + α)
3
)(
Dblend
s2
)
(3.8)
Table in Figure 3.6 summarizes the output loads and fire loads for Conventional
latch, Lazy latch and Blended latch.
Figure 3.6: Table showing Output load and Fire load offered by the Conventional,
the Lazy and the Blended latch.
Equation 3.8 shows that the blend factor determines the load offered by the
Blended latch to the fire driver. The blend factor also determines the noise sen-
sitivity and the power gating effectiveness. The blend factor can have a value
between 0 and 1. If α = 0, the Blended latch has complete characteristics of the
Lazy latch with no properties of the Conventional latch. This latch is very effective
with power gating but most sensitive to noise. If α = 1, the Blended latch has
complete characteristics of the Conventional latch with no properties of the Lazy
latch. For the intermediate values of α, the Blended latch shows the combined
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properties of the Conventional latch and the Lazy latch depending on the value α.
As the value of α increase from zero to one, the noise sensitivity improves but the
power gating effectiveness decreases. Table in Figure 3.7 summarizes the effect of
value of on the Blended latch.
Figure 3.7: Table showing the effect of blend factor α.
The Blended latch has advantages of both the Conventional latch and the Lazy
latch. The power gating effectiveness ranges between full effectiveness offered by
the Lazy latch to none of the Conventional latch. Similarly, noise insensitivity
ranges between minimum offered by the Lazy latch and maximum offered by the
Conventional latch. The characteristics of the Blended latch change with the blend
factor α.
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4Methodology - Power Gating of the GasP Circuits
This thesis introduces a new fine-grained power gating technique designed to
achieve idle-state power savings in the GasP family of asynchronous circuits. In
the GasP family of asynchronous circuits, pipeline stages are controlled by GasP
circuits. Using the new fine grained technique described in this thesis, we can cut-
off power to idle pipeline stages by asserting necessary sleep signals and forcing
the stages into sleep mode. The technique implemented in this thesis inserts a
PMOS transistor called a header, and a NMOS transistor called a footer, as sleep
transistors. The sleep transistors are turned ON in anticipation of incoming data.
Fine-grained power gating controls the power for individual stages of the pipeline.
In [16], [18], individual stages of the pipeline are turned OFF when the pipeline
is empty. The technique introduced in this thesis turns the power OFF not only
when the pipeline is EMPTY but also when it is FULL. The traditional power
gating turns the power OFF for combinational circuits. In this technique, sleep
transistors are shared between a latch and the combinational circuit associated
with it. The power is turned OFF for the combinational circuit as well as the
latches. Sharing the sleep transistors reduces the area overhead for power gating.
Each stage of the pipeline can be viewed as three separate blocks namely,
1. Power-gating Block: This block consists of the sleep transistors (header and
footer) to turn the power ON and OFF.
2. Power-GasP circuit: The Power-GasP circuit sequences the data through the
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latches. This circuit also includes the logic to generate the sleep signal.
3. Latches and Combinational circuit: The latches and combinational circuit to
be power gated.
Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of a power gated pipeline. Each stage of this
power gated pipeline consists of 100 latches that drive 100 bits of data. A Power-
GasP circuit controls each of those 100 latches. The Power-GasP circuit has the
logic required to generate the sleep signal. The sleep signal is referred in this thesis
as the power-control signal. The power-control signal drives the sleep transistors
in the power-gating block. A power-gating block provides virtual power supplies,
Vvdd and Vgnd. Vvdd and Vgnd are the power supplies for the latches and the
combinational circuits of that stage. The Power-GasP circuit is powered from
regular power supply.
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4.1 Power-GasP circuit
This thesis modifies the traditional GasP circuit (refer to section 2.2) to include
power gating logic and we call it the Power-GasP circuit. The Power-GasP circuit
generates the power-control signal as well as the state wires and the fire signal.
The power-control signal slowly turns OFF the power to the latches and the com-
binational circuit but quickly turns ON the power to avoid any data loss.
Figure 4.2 shows the circuit diagram of a Power-GasP circuit. Keepers have been
omitted for clarity. Every Power-GasP circuit drives 100 latches and consists of
two state wires, namely, a Data-state wire and a Power-state wire.
1. Data-state wire: The data-state wire indicates the presence or absence of
data between the stages of Power-GasP circuits. The data-state wire is same
as the state wires of the traditional GasP circuit. When the predecessor
state wire is HI or FULL and the successor state wire is LO or EMPTY, the
Power-GasP circuit is said to fire. The fire signal allows the transfer of data
from one stage to another. The data-state wire is driven by the predecessor
driver from one end and the successor driver from the other end.
2. Power-state wire: For power gating we add a second state wire, the power-
state wire. When the power state wire is HI, power should be applied to the
latches and the combinational logic associated with the latches. When the
power state wire is LO, power may be interrupted and the sleep transistors
may be turned off to allow the gated power supply to decay. The powerOn
driver C drives the power-state wire HI from one end; whereas the powerOff
driver D of the next stage drives the power-state wire LO from the other end.
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PwrOﬀ
PwrOn
power-state wire
data-state wire
Power-Control
done
A
B
 C
   D
 E
F
A: predecessor driver
B: successor driver
C: powerOn driver (power-state wire)
D: powerOﬀ driver (power-state wire)
E: powerOn driver (power control signal - turns on power )
F: powerOﬀ driver (power control signal - turns oﬀ power)
     AND1
     AND2
     AND3
additional 
ampliﬁers
additional 
ampliﬁers
Figure 4.2: Circuit Diagram of Power-GasP circuit
4.1.1 Turn ON the Power
The power for the latches should be turned on in anticipation of receiving data.
When the predecessor stage proffers new data or is FULL and the successor stage
is ready to accept the new data or is EMPTY, the Power-GasP circuit fires. An
AND function, AND1, detects the FULL-EMPTY condition. The FULL-EMPTY
condition should also turn on power ON for that stage. A parallel but separate
AND function, AND2, drives the power-state wire. The power-state wire goes HI
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four gate delays before the fire signal. The keepers keep the power-state wire HI
until the data gets accepted by the successor stage. Once the data are passed on
to the successor stage, the power for the current stage can be turned off. The
power can be turned off even before the successor stage fires. The powerOff driver
D of the successor stage drives the power-state wire LO. A LO power state wire
indicates that the power is no longer required and may be turned OFF.
The power-control signal drives the sleep transistors instead of the power-state
wires because of the inability of the power-state wires to drive big loads. The
sleep transistors are large because they have to supply current for the latches
and the combinational circuits. These large sleep transistors should be turned
ON quickly. But the power-state wire is a low current signal and fails to provide
the required drive for the sleep transistors. Therefore, another signal called the
power-control signal, actually turns ON or OFF the sleep transistors. The power-
control signal which drives large sleep transistors is a heavy current signal. A third
AND function, AND3 drives the power-control signal. The AND3 function detects
the FULL-EMPTY condition similar to the data-state wire and the power-state
wire. The AND3 function detects the required condition early in the generation of
fire signal. The AND3 function allows power-control signal to turn ON the sleep
transistors and keep the power ready just in time before the fire signal drives the
latches.
The data-state wire carries less current than the power-control signal but more
than the power-state wire. Traditional GasP circuits place only the load of the
AND function that generates fire signal on the data state wire. However, in the
Power-GasP circuit, three AND functions load the data-state wire, namely, (i)
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AND1 to generate fire signal, (ii) AND2 to generate power-state wire signal and
(iii) AND3 to generate power-control signal. Of the three AND functions, the
AND3 function drives the large sleep transistors and hence offers the largest load.
The drivers for the data state wires drive the AND3 function as well. Therefore,
drivers driving the data state wires in the Power-GasP circuit are comparable to
the drivers driving the power control signal. Adding more amplification on the
power control signal reduces the load offered by the sleep transistors. Figure 4.2
shows the added amplifiers. To match the delay of the power control signal and fire
signal, an equal number of amplifiers are added on the fire signal. Added amplifiers
cause a small delay in data but reduce the load on data-state wires significantly.
The next subsection analyzes the effect of the increase in amplification on the
data-state wire driver.
4.1.2 Analysis of effect of step-up and amplification
Vvdd
Vgnd
Power-Control
PMOS
sleep transistor
NMOS
sleep transistor
Size = X
Size = X
Load = 2X/3
Load = X/3
Load = (1/s)*(2X/3)
Figure 4.3: Circuit Diagram of Power-gating Block (s is the step-up)
Figure 4.2 refers to the Power-GasP circuit which was described in the earlier
section. Figure 4.3 refers to the power-gating block which consists of the sleep
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transistors. Detailed description of the power-gating block is provided in the later
section.
Let us examine the effect of amplification of gates on the drivers of the Power-
GasP circuit. Assume the sleep transistors with width X. The power-control signal
directly drives the NMOS sleep transistor in the power-gating block. The power-
control signal is inverted and applied to the PMOS sleep transistor in the power-
gating block. PMOS sleep transistors drives the Vvdd and NMOS sleep transistor
drives the Vgnd. The inverter and the PMOS sleep transistor in the power-gating
block are the amplifiers between power-control signal and Vvdd.
1. Let us examine the effect of amplification of two gates. The two gates cor-
respond to the inverter and the PMOS sleep transistor in the power-gating
block. The power-control signal from the AND3 function is amplified twice
in the power-gating block to drive Vvdd. Similarly, there are two gates of
amplification between AND1 function and the fire signal. Assume a step-up
of 3.
• Load seen by power-control signal = Load offered by the NMOS sleep
transistor and inverter driving the PMOS sleep transistor.
=
X
3
+
2×X
9
=
5×X
9
(4.1)
• Drive of the powerOn driver E
=
5×X
9
9
=
5×X
27
(4.2)
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• Load offered by the powerOn driver E to the data-state wires
=
4
3
× 5×X
27
=
20×X
81
(4.3)
2. Let us examine the effect of amplification of four gates. The four gates
correspond to the inverter and the PMOS sleep transistor in the power-gating
block and the two inverters driving the power-control signal. Similarly, there
are four amplification gates between the AND1 function and the fire signal.
• Load seen by power-control signal = Load offered by the NMOS sleep
transistor and inverter driving the PMOS sleep transistor.
=
X
3
+
2×X
9
≈ 2×X
3
(4.4)
• Load seen by the powerOn driver E (two gates of amplification between
powerOn driver E and inverter for the PMOS sleep transistor)
=
2×X
27
(4.5)
• Drive of the powerOn driver E
=
2×X
27
3
=
2×X
81
(4.6)
• Load offered by the powerOn driver E to the data-state wires
=
4
3
× 2×X
81
=
8×X
243
(4.7)
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Thus the size of the drivers driving the data-state wires with four amplifier gates
is reduced to 2/15th of the size of the drivers with two amplifier gates. Therefore,
adding amplifiers reduce driver sizes in the Power-GasP circuits.
4.1.3 Turn OFF the Power
Turning ON the sleep transistors is urgent; however, turning them OFF can be a
slow process. The power for a stage can be turned off once the data are transferred
to the successor stage. Therefore, irrespective of the readiness of the successor
stage to accept the data, the power to the current stage can be turned OFF.
However, there is no guarantee how long the data will stay at a stage before it is
accepted by the next stage. Therefore, to avoid floating of the data, the latches and
combinational circuits should have keepers to maintain the output states. Lazy
latch and Blended latch design introduced earlier maintain the state in the event
of power gating. Therefore, once every stage transfers the data, the power to that
stage can be turned OFF, by pulling the power-control signal LO, irrespective of
the condition of the successor stage. Thus, turning OFF the individual stages
helps in saving more power.
4.1.4 Operation: Power-GasP circuit
Figure 4.4 shows two successive Power-GasP circuits. The two Power-GasP circuit
stages, 1 and 2 share the state wires between them. The Power-GasP circuit of
stage1 pulls the shared state wires HI whereas the Power-GasP circuit of stage2
pulls them LO. The timing differences in the operation of the two Power-GasP
circuits avoid pulling the state wires HI and LO at the same time.
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When pred1 is HI and succ1 is LO, the AND functions in stage1 are pulled HI
at the same time. Thus, power-state wire goes HI immediately. This state wire
indicates only the need for power and does not directly drive the sleep transistors.
The power-control1 goes HI after two gates of amplification. Two gate delays after
the power-control1 goes HI, fire1 signal goes HI to make the latches transparent.
The succ2 goes HI and indicates the presence of new data to the Power-GasP
circuit of stage2. The NAND gate in the Power-GasP circuits has two inputs
namely, the data-state wire and done, a completion signal from the combinational
circuit. The completion signal can either be a done signal from the combinational
circuit or delay matching element. In this thesis the done signal is connected to
the power supply Vdd because of the absence of the combinational circuit. That is
why, when the succ2 goes HI, NAND2 immediately goes LO. Therefore, powerOff
driver D2 in the Power-GasP circuit of stage2 pulls the power-state wire LO. A
LO power-state wire indicates that stage1 does not need power anymore. However
the power to the stage1 is not turned off abruptly. Instead when the powerOff
driver D2 from stage2 pulls the power-state wire LO, powerOff driver F1 in the
Power-GasP circuit of stage1 slowly pulls down the power-control1 wire. Thus the
power to the stage1 is turned off slowly and irrespective of the fire signal of stage2.
4.2 Power-gating Block
The power-gating block, controlled by the power-control signal from the Power-
GasP circuit, provides power for the latches and the combinational circuits. The
power-gating block, shown in Figure 4.5, consists of the sleep transistors. The
power gating technique discussed in this thesis inserts two sleep transistors: a
PMOS transistor, the header, and an NMOS transistor, the footer. The drain of
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the PMOS transistor or header acts as the new power supply, called Virtual Vdd or
Vvdd. The drain of the NMOS transistor or footer acts as the new ground, called
Virtual Gnd or Vgnd. The latches and the combinational circuits are powered
from the new supplies, Vvdd and Vgnd.
Figure 4.5 shows the circuit diagram for the power-gating block. The power-
gating block consists of a PMOS transistor or a header, an NMOS transistor or
a footer and a LO skewed inverter. The power-control signal which is generated
in the Power-GasP circuit, is the input for the power-gating block. When the
power-control signal is high, the sleep transistors are turned ON quickly whereas
when the power-control signal is low, the sleep transistors are turned OFF slowly.
The power-control signal directly drives the NMOS sleep transistor whereas a LO-
skewed inverter inverts the power-control signal to drive the PMOS sleep transis-
tor. The LO-skewed inverter quickly pulls the output low to turn ON the PMOS
sleep transistor. However, the LO-skewed inverter slowly turns OFF the PMOS
transistor. Therefore, virtual power supply Vvdd is turned OFF slowly.
Vvdd
Vgnd
Power-Control
LO
PMOS
sleep transistor
NMOS
sleep transistor
Figure 4.5: Circuit Diagram of Power-gating Block
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The widths of the sleep transistors depend on the latches and the combinational
circuits. The sleep transistors should be wide enough to supply the maximum
current drawn by either:
1. The latches and the load driven by the latches, or
2. The combinational circuits and the load driven by the combinational circuits
The latches and the combinational circuit associated with the latches draw current
from the power supplies at different times. Hence the sleep transistors can be sized
to supply maximum current required to charge the sources of the transistors in
latches or combinational circuits and the load offered by the circuit they drive.
The sleep transistors drive the source capacitances of the transistors in the latches
or the combinational circuits and the gate capacitances of the load that they drive.
Additionally they also drive the wire capacitance. To represent the true power
supply on a chip, by-pass capacitors are added on the Vvdd and Vgnd. The by-
pass capacitors are shown in Figure 4.5. The more the capacitance, the more
is the current supplying ability of the power supply. However, the circuit draws
more energy to charge all the capacitances on the virtual power supply. But
this capacitance supports the Virtual Vdd. Hence the wires carrying the supply
signals are made wider than the rest of the wires in the circuit. The capacitance
of the gated power supply wires and the leakage drain on them set a time constant
at which the delivered power voltage will decay when the power is turned OFF.
This natural decay time should be longer that several cycles of normal operation.
Artificially hastening the drain of charge already on the local power supply wires
would merely waste energy.
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The power-gating block consists of simple gates that turn ON or OFF the virtual
power supplies, therefore reducing the leakage in the transistors of the latches and
the combinational circuit. A power-control signal, generated in the Power-GasP
circuit, decides when the power supply must act. The power-control signal turns
ON the sleep transistor only when needed. Individual power-control signals control
individual power-gating blocks, thereby allowing to turn OFF the power supplies
when the pipeline in EMPTY as well as FULL.
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5Evaluation of Power-Gating Technique
5.1 Experimental Setup
5.1.1 Simulation Environment
This thesis uses an EDA tool - Electric VLSI Design System, to draw schematics
and to do integrated circuit layouts. This thesis uses Hspice - a circuit simulator, to
simulate the circuits built in Electric. The experiments in this thesis demonstrate
power-gating technique with the available 180nm technology. This thesis uses
BSIM3.1 transistor model.
5.1.2 Design Comparisons and Decisions
• This thesis compares power consumption of two designs:
1. Design1 - Conventional Pipeline: The Conventional pipeline is a non-
power gated pipeline with Conventional latches controlled by the tradi-
tional GasP circuits. Every stage of the pipeline consists of one hundred
Conventional latches.
2. Design2 - Power-gated Pipeline: The Power-gated pipeline is a pipeline
with Lazy latches which are power gated and controlled by the Power-
GasP circuits. Every stage of the pipeline consists of one hundred Lazy
latches. The Power-GasP circuit is powered from true power supplies
Vdd and Gnd.
• A single Conventional latch is scaled to represent one hundred Conventional
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latches. Similarly, a single Lazy latch is scaled to represent one hundred Lazy
latches. The transistors in the traditional GasP circuit, Power-GasP circuit
and power-gating block are sized to drive a group of hundred Conventional
latches and Lazy latches respectively.
• Conventional latches and Lazy latches drive the next stage of the pipeline
and the wire capacitances. Extra capacitors are added between the stages to
account for a step-up s of the design.
• Wire capacitances were extracted from the rough layouts of the circuits. The
sizes of the transistors in the schematics were modified to account for the wire
capacitances.
• The two pipelines are operated at 1GHz. The data changes with a frequency
of 500MHz. A current controlled voltage source (CCVS) measures the current
entering a stage of the pipeline.
5.2 Why Just-In-Time
When the power of a stage is turned OFF, the voltage at the virtual supply Vvdd
decays and Vgnd rises. To avoid transferring ambiguous data, the voltages at
Vvdd and Vgnd should be charged back to supply rails before the fire signal makes
the latches transparent. The power-gating technique implemented in this thesis
powers Vvdd and Vgnd just-in-time to avoid transferring ambiguous data to the
next stage.
If the power to a stage is turned OFF, the voltages at Vvdd and Vgnd decay until
the leakage currents in the pull-up and pull-down transistors of the latches match.
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Once the leakage currents match the voltages at Vvdd and Vgnd remain constant.
The voltages at virtual supplies are different if different data values are latched
before the power is turned OFF. Different data values force different voltages across
the transistors. If the last data value to be latched before the power was turned
OFF were 0, the voltage at Vvdd decays to a certain value. This decay in voltage
is more than the decay in the voltage at Vvdd if the last data value latched at
the latch output were 1. Similarly, if the last data value to be latched before the
power was turned OFF were 1, the voltage at Vgnd rises to a certain value. This
rise in the voltage is more than the rise in the voltage at Vgnd if the last data at
the latch output were 0.
In this thesis, one hundred latches for sequencing one hundred bits of data are
grouped together. A power-gating block provides power to the hundred latches.
The voltage at Vvdd and Vgnd, after the power is turned OFF, is dependent on
the data value at each latch output. The voltage at the Vvdd decays to the lowest
voltage value if all the latch outputs are 0. Similarly, the voltage at the Vgnd
rises to the maximum value if all the latch outputs are 1. The time required in
charging Vvdd and discharging Vgnd back to the power supply rail depends on
the settled voltages at Vvdd and Vgnd. The worst case time required is if all the
latch outputs are either 1 or 0. The charging of Vvdd is more critical than the
discharging of Vgnd. The NMOS sleep transistor is turned ON one gate delay
before the fire signal drives the latches transparent (refer to section 4.2). One gate
delay provides sufficient period to discharge the accumulated charge on Vgnd.
However, the PMOS sleep transistor is turned ON just as the fire signal drives the
latches transparent. Therefore, the PMOS sleep transistor should charge Vvdd
just in time as fire signal drives the latches transparent.
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Figure 5.1: Just-In-Time
Sequence - 1:Incoming data 2:pred signal HI in anticipation of new data 3:Vvdd
is charged to the rail 4:Vvdd is charged up just in time as the fire signal drives
the latch to reliable transfer the data to latch output
Figure 5.1 shows the waveforms of a simulated power-gated circuit when 0 was
the last data value to be latched before the power was turned OFF. Therefore,
Vvdd decays more than Vgnd rises. The figure shows that Vvdd decays to 1.6V
whereas Vgnd almost remains almost zero. In anticipation of new incoming data,
the GasP stage pulls the predecessor state wire HI. If the required condition for
the GasP module to fire, predecessor state wire is HI and successor state wire is
LO, is satisfied, the power to the stage is turned ON. The virtual power supplies
are charged before the fire signal makes the latches transparent. When the latches
are made transparent, the data at the input is passed reliably to the latch output.
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5.3 Results: Comparing Conventional Pipeline and Power-gated Pipeline
This section provides performance evaluation of the power-gating technique intro-
duced in this thesis. This section compares the pipelines with the Conventional
latches that are not power gated and the Lazy latches that are power gated.
The operation of a stage of a Conventional pipeline can be divided in two periods,
• Idle: In this period, the pipeline stage is in a quiescent state either because
it is empty or waiting for a vacancy. This period lacks data activity. Leakage
current is the only current consumption.
• Active: In this period, the pipeline stage deals with valid data bursts. Data
bursts causes activity in the stage. The current drawn from the circuits
depends on the data activity.
Figure 5.2: Periods of operation in a Power-gated pipeline.
The waveforms in Figure 5.2 are an example to represent the periods of operation
of a Power-gated pipeline. The blue curve represents the voltage across the virtual
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power supply Vvdd. Ids is the current drawn by a stage of the Power-gated pipeline.
The operation of a Power-gated pipeline can be divided in four periods,
• Idle: This period is same as the idle period in the Conventional pipeline.
Constant leakage current ISTEADY is the only source of current consumption.
Virtual power supply Vvdd has a constant voltage of VSTEADY .
• Startup: A power-gated circuit requires a startup period to turn ON the
power supply ready for the incoming data. The startup period is a short
duration period during which a pipeline stage draws a large amount of current
to charge all the capacitances of that stage.
• Active: This period is same as the active period in the Conventional Pipeline.
The current drawn depends on the data activity.
• Transient: If idle periods are detected, the power to the stage is turned OFF.
The transient period is the time taken by the leakage currents in the pull-up
and pull-down networks to match. After the transient period, the circuit
enters a stable state.
The startup and transient periods are absent in the Conventional pipeline. The
startup and transient periods are associated with turning ON and OFF the power.
The transient period in the Figure 5.2 is visible. However, practically, the transient
period continues for a long time, of the order of 106 cycles of operation. This
value corresponds to Ion/Ioff ratio of 180nm technology. The resource limitations
prohibit the measurement of the currents in idle period following the transient
period. Hspice assumes the initial inactivity as the idle period and provides idle
current measurements.
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The power gating technique is validated by measuring the currents for different
periods of operation for Conventional and Power-gated pipelines. Figure 5.3 shows
a stage of the Conventional pipeline. The current drawn by individual parts of
pipelines are measured by the current controlled voltage sources (CCVS). Sum is
the total current drawn by a stage of the Conventional pipeline. I(convlatch) and
I(gasp) are the currents drawn by the Conventional latch and the GasP circuit for
a stage. Similarly, Figure 5.4 shows a stage of the Power-gated pipeline. A stage of
Power-gated pipeline consists of three parts - power-gating block, the Lazy latch
and the Power-GasP circuit. Sum is the total current current drawn by a stage of
the Power-gated pipeline. I(total) is the total current drawn by all the three parts
of a stage. I(lazylatch) and I(powergasp) are the currents drawn by the Lazy latch
and the Power-GasP circuit.
Conventional 
      latch
++
Max=1000V
Min=-1000V
transresis=1
++
Max=1000V
Min=-1000V
transresis=1
GasP
I(convlatch)
I(gasp)
data out
pred succ
sum
sum
CCVS
CCVS
Gnd
Gnd
Figure 5.3: A stage of a simulated circuit of the Conventional Pipeline.
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      block
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Figure 5.4: A stage of a simulated circuit of the Power-gated Pipeline.
The table in Figure 5.5 shows the currents measured in active and idle periods for
different parts of a stage of the pipelines. The current drawn by the Power-GasP
circuit and the power-gating block are summed together in a column. The current
drawn during the startup period charges the bypass and wire capacitance. The
charge stored in the capacitance supplies the required current during the active
period. Therefore, the column for startup period is absent. Transient period is
an unpredictable period where the currents are constantly changing because of
the transition from the active to idle periods. During the transient period, the
charge stored in the capacitance is discharged and no additional current is drawn.
Therefore, the column for transient period is absent. In the table, compare current
values with same colors in a single row. The last column in the table shows the
ratio of the total active and idle currents of the Power-gated pipeline and the
Conventional pipeline.
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The table indicates the currents drawn by different parts of the pipelines for dif-
ferent periods of operation. In the active and idle periods, the Lazy latch draws
20% less current than the Conventional latch. The Lazy latch turns ON only when
necessary and therefore, during active periods the Lazy latch draws less current
than the Conventional latch. The Lazy latch offers half the load to the Power-GasP
circuit as offered by the Conventional latch to the traditional GasP circuit. There-
fore, in spite of the additional drivers in the Power-GasP circuit, the Power-GasP
circuit draws same current as the traditional GasP circuit during the active peri-
ods. Overall in the active period, the Power-gated pipeline draws 16% less current
than the Conventional pipeline. During the idle period, the Lazy latch is power
gated and the Conventional latch is powered from true power supply. Therefore,
the Lazy latch draws 64% less current than the Conventional latch. However dur-
ing the idle period, the Power-Gasp circuit and the power-gating block draw more
leakage current than the traditional GasP circuit in the Conventional pipeline. The
wide sleep transistors in the power-gating block and the additional drivers in the
Power-GasP circuit add to the leakage current in the Power-gated pipeline. There-
fore, during the idle period the Power-gated pipeline draws 68% less current than
the Conventional pipeline. Overall in the idle period, the Power-gated pipeline
draws 16% less current than the Conventional pipeline.
The power consumed by the circuit is given by P = VI, where V is voltage in
volts(V) and I is current in Amperes(A). For the designs in this thesis, the supply
voltage is 1.8V. The currents are measured for a stage of the pipeline. The product
gives the power consumed by one stage of the pipeline. This thesis compares the
Conventional pipeline and the Power-gated pipeline based on the power consumed
by a single stage of the pipelines.
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In the active period 16% power savings are achieved. The Lazy latch introduced in
this thesis contributes to 16% power savings during active period. The idle periods
have to be very long to save more energy than the energy consumed during the
active period. The energy savings achieved during idle periods depend on their
duration. The energy savings achieved increases with the increase in the idle
period. The idle current is of the order 106 less than the active current. Therefore,
the pipeline stage should be idle for 106 cycles before achieving considerable energy
savings.
The power gating technique introduced in this thesis is evaluated by comparing the
Power-gated pipeline against the Conventional pipeline. The Power-gated pipeline
consumes 16% less power than the Conventional pipeline during active period. The
power saving achieved during active period are because of the Lazy latch. Power-
gated pipeline also consumes 16% less power than the Conventional pipeline. The
power savings achieved during idle period are because of the power gating tech-
nique. Ideally the power saving technique requires additional wide sleep transistors
and control circuit to control the sleep transistors. The additional gates increase
the power consumption during the active period. The Lazy latch introduced in this
thesis compensates for the additional gates required for power gating. Therefore,
16% power savings are achieved during active period as well. The power savings
achieved during idle period is proportional to the duration of the idle period. To
achieve considerable power savings, more than those obtained during the active
period, a pipeline stage should be idle for atleast 106 cycles of operation.
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6Conclusions
6.1 Contributions of this work
This thesis presents for the first time a fine-grained power gating technique for
the GasP family of asynchronous circuits. Fine-grained power gating can control
power for each stage in the pipeline. The sleep transistors for each stage control
the power to that stage and its combinational circuit. The power to the stage is
turned ON in anticipation of receiving data. The power is turned OFF as long as
the stage is idle either because it is empty or because the pipeline is clogged. The
control circuit for implementing power gating is simple. This thesis introduces a
new state wire called power-state wire, in addition to the traditional data state
wire. The two state wires determine the requirement of power for each stage. A
new power-control signal actually turns ON and OFF the sleep transistors to power
the stage.
The Conventional latch avoids the need to save the state in the event of power
gating. A new latch design - the Lazy latch is introduced in this thesis which
keeps the state in the event of power gating. The Lazy latch drives it output only
when necessary. The Lazy latch offers reduced power consumption in active and
idle periods of operation. The Conventional latch is insensitive to noise whereas
the Lazy latch may be sensitive to noise. Based on advantages and disadvantages
of the Conventional and Lazy latches, a new latch design - the Blended latch is
proposed in this design.
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Power gating is evaluated for the Lazy latch. This thesis compares a Power-gated
pipeline consisting of the power-gated Lazy latches and a Conventional pipeline
consisting of non-power gated Conventional latches. The reduced load offered by
the Lazy latch and turning OFF of the amplifier transistors when unnecessary
achieves 16% power savings during active period. If no work is done for a long
time then energy is saved. Energy savings achieved during idle period depends on
the duration of the inactivity. The longer the inactive period the more the energy
savings achieved. The idle periods of the order of 106 cycles are required to achieve
energy savings more than those obtained during active periods.
6.2 Power gating technique implementation requirement
A new library of gates is required to implement power gating. The existing library
is powered from true power supply Vdd and Gnd. For power gating, the gates
in the latches should be powered from virtual power supplies - Vvdd and Vgnd.
Modeling new gates requires building a new library.
The power gating technique introduced in this thesis may be applied to latches
and combinational circuits. The power is turned OFF if the latches and the com-
binational circuits are idle. If the power is turned OFF, the states of the circuits
are lost. To avoid the loss of the state, keepers are required. The Lazy latch
introduced in this thesis maintains the state in the event of power gating. All the
combinational circuits will need keepers. If the combinational circuits of a stage
don't have keepers then in order to avoid loss of state, the stage cannot be power
gated. Therefore, keepers are the requirements to maintain the state if the stages
are to be power gated when they are full.
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6.3 Future Work
1. Power multiple stages from single sleep transistor: In the thesis, each stage
is powered from a PMOS sleep transistor and an NMOS sleep transistors.
Dedicating sleep transistors to each individual stage increases the circuit
area. Powering multiple stages from the same sleep transistor can reduce the
circuit area. The design of the GasP circuits prevent two consecutive stages
from firing at the same time. Even three consecutive stages draw current
from the power supply at different times. In a group of three stages, if the
second stage fires, the first stage fires 4 gate delays later while the third
stage fires 6 gate delays after the second stage fires. Therefore, a group of
three stages can be powered from a dedicated PMOS sleep transistor and a
dedicated NMOS sleep transistor. Reducing the number of sleep transistors
will reduce the circuit area. However, a group of three stages power gated
together will require changes in the control circuit. The control circuit should
turn ON the sleep transistors in anticipation of the receiving data at the first
stage. The power can be turned OFF only after the received data is processed
by the last stage in the group.
2. Gradually turn ON multiple sleep transistors: This thesis uses a single wide
sleep transistor to power gate a stage of a pipeline. Multiple sleep transistors
of smaller widths should be used to get more effective power savings. Multi-
ple transistors of smaller widths leak less than a single wide transistor. When
the power is turned ON, the sudden inrush of current causes IR drop, Ldi/dt
noise and electromigration of the power bus [20]. The sudden inrush of cur-
rent can be avoided by gradually turning ON the multiple sleep transistors.
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When the power of a stage is turned ON, all the circuit parts don't need
current at the same time. Therefore, a pipeline stage can be powered from
multiple sleep transistors of smaller widths. The multiple sleep transistors
can be turned ON gradually with the current requirements.
3. Slowly turn ON the power: Implementing power gating requires additional
drivers and sleep transistors. The Just-In-Time power supply requires turn-
ing ON the power supply quickly. The just-in-time circuit requires wide sleep
transistors and wider transistors in the additional drivers. These wide tran-
sistors draw more current during active periods and leak more during idle
periods. The effect of power gating takes longer time to overcome the addi-
tional cost of implementing just-in-time. Instead of just-in-time the stages
can be turned ON slowly. Turning ON the stages slowly will require smaller
transistors in power-gating block and drivers. Smaller drivers mean slowly
turning ON the power supply to the stages. Slowly turning ON the power
supply will be more effective in achieving considerable power savings.
4. Evaluate the technique for recent technologies: The gate sizes are getting
smaller with the recent technologies. Reduction in the gate sizes need re-
duction in the supply voltages and threshold voltages as well. Reducing
the threshold voltage increases the leakage current. The power gating tech-
nique introduced in this thesis can be evaluated for newer technologies. The
newer technologies can be modeled with the existing 180nm technology. The
transistors of 180nm technology can model newer technologies by adjust-
ing the Ion/Ioff ratio. The Ion/Ioff ratio can be changed by adjusting the
body bias [20]. Adjusting the body bias changes the threshold voltage of the
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transistor. Subthreshold current is exponentially dependent on the thresh-
old voltage. Thus, a transistor model modeling recent technologies can be
implemented by adjusting the body bias.
5. Gate leakage - Another leakage problem: Finally, in recent technologies thick-
ness of the oxide is constantly decreasing. Gate leakage occurs when carriers
tunnel through a thin gate dielectric when a voltage is applied across the
gate [20]. Gate leakage can be reduced by stacking the transistors in series
as well as arranging the inputs. More new methods should be introduced to
deal with the problem of gate leakage.
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